ABSTRACT As a novel computing technology closer to business ends, edge computing has become an effective solution for delay sensitive business of power Internet of Things (IoT) and promotes the application and development of the IoT technology in smart grids. However, the inherent characteristics of a single edge node with limited resources may fail to meet the delay requirements for access ubiquitous IoT businesses of massive access. Multiple edge nodes are needed to cooperate with each other to optimize workload allocation to provide lower delay services. To this end, this paper proposes a workload allocation mechanism, orienting edge computing-based power IoT, which minimizes service delay. The workload optimization allocation model is established, and the optimal workload allocation oriented on delay among multiple edge nodes is further realized on the basis of computing resource optimization within the single edge node. The balanced initialization, resource allocation, and task allocation (BRT) algorithm are proposed. Based on the balanced initialization of workload within edge nodes, the particle swarm algorithm modified by the pheromone strategy is used to solve the problem of the computing resources' allocation inside edge nodes. Finally, the task allocation among multiple edge servers is converted into a semi-definite programming problem. The simulation results show that the proposed BRT algorithm reduces the service delay by 9.1%, 16.9%, and 26.4%, and the service delay growth rate by 24.6%, 34.5%, and 38.7%, respectively, compared with the simulated annealing algorithm (SAA), LoAd Balancing (LAB), and Latency-awarE workloAd offloaDing (LEAD) algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power Internet of Things is the product of IoT technology applied to smart grid. With the intelligentization and diversification of IoT ends, more and more businesses put forward extremely high requirements for service delay [1] . For instance, remote monitoring requires real-time synchronization of video and audio signals, image identification requires quick results, and field operation requires real-time
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giovanni Pau. interaction between field operators and remote dispatching command center. Taking the wearable terminal in the operation and maintenance of power communication as a specific example, AR glasses can intelligently perceive on-site operation and maintenance information, confirm the object status, match the working procedures and record the operation process, reduce the risk of misoperation and security risks, and user devices enable real-time interaction between background management system and front end. In order not to significantly reduce user experience, AR application has extremely strict delay limits, and wearable camera application or industrial monitoring application requires response times as low as 10-50ms [2] . However, in the traditional cloud computing architecture, data uploading to a remote cloud server consumes a large amount of transmission time, and the limited bandwidth of core network is difficult to withstand massive data transmission. As a new computing technology closer to business ends, edge computing has become an effective solution for power IoT processing delay-sensitive businesses. Fig. 1 shows the power Internet of Things architecture based on edge computing, covering device detection, equipment inspection, line detection, video surveillance, smart home, remote meter reading and other business terminals. The intelligent terminals collect sensing data such as temperature, QR code and image and transmit it to edge node for processing. The terminal devices communicate with the edge nodes through wired, WiFi, 4G/5G, and LoRa, and send the task request to edge node instead of cloud platform, which reduces the network transmission time. The edge nodes are located at the edge of network and has gateway, computing, and storage functions. Edge node undertakes some or all of the task requests that originally needed to be processed by cloud server, and accesses a large number of ubiquitous businesses. With the gradual development of multiple businesses under the above-mentioned architecture, the number of applications that need to be processed by a single edge node is gradually increasing, and the delay requirements are diversified. A single edge node can handle a large number of ubiquitous businesses, but in the case where the business terminals send multiple requests, such as frequent movement of the inspection terminal, and a large amount of data is simultaneously uploaded by the collection terminal in an abnormal environment. Due to tasks being queued caused by limited computing resources, a single edge node cannot meet the delay requirements of all businesses.
To solve the above problem, on the one hand, the application request processing rate can be improved by optimizing computing resource allocation within the edge node, and on the other hand, the load of overloaded edge node can be reduced by redistribution of terminal task requests among multiple edge nodes [3] . Therefore, there is an urgent need for an effective workload allocation mechanism in edge computing to cope with delay requirement in multiple business scenarios. One solution for this type of problem is to optimize the way of computing resource allocation within edge node, using virtual machine migration method to dynamically allocate appropriate computing resources for each type of application [4] . However, due to limited resources of edge node, the improvement of this solution is limited. In order to meet more stringent multi-business delay requirements, [5] studied the allocation of terminal task requests among multiple edge nodes, which has a greater improvement effect than only resource allocation optimization within a single edge node. Based on the two aspects, this paper studies the workload allocation to meet lower service delay, considering both task allocation among edge nodes and resource allocation within edge nodes.
In summary, considering network delay and computing delay, this paper establishes a workload allocation model based on edge computing for minimizing service delay in power IoT scenarios. This paper proposes a workload allocation mechanism in which the service delay of a multi-business terminal is minimized. In initialization, this paper proposes a task balancing algorithm to improve the workload balancing among edge nodes. In resource allocation, this paper proposes a modified particle swarm optimization algorithm to allocate CPU resources of edge nodes. In task allocation, this paper proposes a semi-definite programming algorithm to allocate application tasks to edge nodes. The main technical contributions are summarized as follows:
• A balanced initialization algorithm is proposed to reduce the imbalance of workload distribution among edge nodes. The algorithm not only considers the physical distance between terminal and edge node, but also considers the computing capability of the edge node itself and its allocated workload.
• A modified particle swarm optimization (MPSO) algorithm is proposed to solve the allocation of computing resources in edge nodes. In the algorithm, the pheromone strategy is to share information among particles, which guides the particle velocity update trending global optimal solution and effectively avoids the disadvantage that particles move to local optimum.
• The workload allocation is converted to a semi-definite programming (SDP) problem, and a semi-definite relaxation algorithm is proposed. The convex optimization method is used to solve the constraint-relaxed semidefinite programming problem, the Gaussian random method is used to solve the rank-1 constraint. By optimizing the value of the random variable, less Gaussian variables is used to obtain more accurate results. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly introduces the work related to the workload allocation of edge computing, the workload allocation model oriented on minimal service delay is established in Section III, the detailed algorithm for solving workload allocation problem is described in Section IV, Section V shows the performance of proposed algorithm by simulation, and the last chapter summarizes the full text and draws conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Workload allocation is widely discussed in edge computing, which enables resource-constrained edge servers to provide satisfactory services to end devices, through solving the problem of how computing tasks generated by end applications are distributed among edge servers [6] . Delay is an important indicator for assessing business performance and has been studied by many individuals and institutions. This paper investigates the related research on workload allocation in edge computing-based Internet of Things. One part considers the delay separately, and the other part is the multi-objective optimization considering delay and other factors.
Delay is an important requirement in IoT applications, and many application requests need to be processed quickly and return results. The edge server can provide less service delay due to nearer distance to end devices. Reference [7] designed an application-aware workload allocation scheme for the IoT based on edge computing. The response time requested by the IoT application is minimized by selecting cloudlets for different types of requests of each end and allocating computing resources for different applications of each cloudlets. Reference [8] used NFV technology to solve the resource allocation problem of mobile edge cloud, and proposed a dynamic resource allocation framework that meets the flexible resource allocation requirements of low latency and low cost. The framework includes a fast heuristic incremental allocation mechanism for dynamically performing resource allocation and a redistribution optimization algorithm maintains optimal cost. Reference [9] proposed two active resource allocation algorithms, DPR and LPR, to meet the time-efficiency requirements of real-time tasks in asynchronous real-time distributed systems. It allows the specified task workload to be allocated for resource allocation to maximize the deadline satisfaction rate. Reference [10] proposed a method to minimize service delay in a scenario with two edge servers, controlling computing delay by virtual machine migration and decreasing communication delay through controlling transmission power. A case shows that this method can provide shorter service delay than just considering unilaterality. Reference [11] studied the minimization task completion time problem in SDN embedded systems supported by fog computing, including task scheduling, resource management and interrupt request. The solution was proposed by describing it to a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem. In order to minimize the average response time that mobile users spend offloading application workload to geographically dispersed cloudlets, a delay-aware workload unloading strategy called LEAD was proposed in [12] . In [13] , Martina et al. proposed an edge computing architecture for large-scale MCS services. It can integrate a large number of devices and support applications requiring low delay, adapting to data analysis and real-time scenarios. Reference [14] proposed an option for IoT devices to assign tasks to edge servers, minimizing the overall computing delay.
There are sometimes multiple constraints on the workload allocation problem. Single-objective optimization cannot meet the requirements, and multiple target allocation algorithms need to be considered. Focused on task assignment in wireless sensor networks, a modified binary particle swarm optimization algorithm (MBPSO) is proposed in [15] to achieve optimal overall performance, including task processing time, energy consumption and network life cycle. Reference [16] proposed a workload dynamic scheduling algorithm WDSA is proposed for the single-hop Fog-IoT architecture, which can maximize the average throughput utility while ensuring the delay of task processing in worst case. Reference [17] studied the trade-off between power consumption and delay in fog-cloud computing system. A workload allocation problem was formulated, which is solved by using the approximation method to decompose the original problem into three sub-problems of corresponding subsystem. Min et al. in [18] studied the task offloading problem in ultra-dense networks with the aim of minimizing the delay while saving the battery life of user equipment. The problem is expressed as NP-hard mixed integer nonlinear problem, and it is transformed into two sub-problems for solving, namely task placement sub-problem and resource allocation subproblem. Reference [19] designed a delay optimal computing task scheduling scheme, considering the queuing state of the task buffer, the execution state of the local processing unit, etc. The scheduling scheme can reduce the average delay of a single task and the average power consumption of the end device. Based on an edge computing architecture of a multi-layer wireless access network, [20] designed a cooperative communication and computing resource allocation (3C-RA) algorithm. It not only provides low-delay computing and communication services, but also reduces energy costs and improves network throughput. This paper studied workload allocation problem that multiple end devices assign tasks to multiple edge nodes with computing capability and edge nodes allocate computing resources to different kinds of applications. A workload allocation model of power IoT based on edge computing is proposed. In this model, the service delay includes network transmission delay and computing delay. Each task request in end devices' task sequence is inseparable, and there is only one edge node with limited computing capability to process. Based on the above problems and constraints, the BRT algorithm is proposed to solve it. The workload distribution is decoupled into resource allocation and task allocation. Load balancing strategy is used for initialization. The pheromone strategy is used to improve the particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve the resource allocation sub-problem, and semi-define programming and Gaussian random method is used to solve the task allocation sub-problem.
III. WORKLOAD ALLOCATION MODEL
Since the user ends (UE) are needed to provide different businesses, several application programs (APP) are run in one UE, and each type of application request needs to be uploaded VOLUME 7, 2019 to an appropriate edge node (EN) for processing, and the edge nodes process each type of application request through different virtual machines (VM). In the power Internet of Things, the UE accesses gateway through multi-hop mode, and sends the task requests that each application needs to be processed to the appropriate edge node to minimize the service delay. Therefore, it is necessary to design a workload allocation mechanism how user ends access edge nodes.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The workload allocation model proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 2 . In an area, I represents the set of EN, and J represents the set of UE, where K j is the set of APP running in UE j , The k-th application request can be represented by a vector w jk = [l jk , ω jk ], where l jk represents the amount of data to be transmission, and ω jk represents the amount of workload, i.e., the number of instructions the CPU needs to execute, which obey the Poisson distribution. Service delay is defined as the time from when the request generated on UE to when that is completely processed on EN, and d j represents the service time of UE j . The service delay of a UE is the maximum of all APPs' delay in this UE. Assuming that an application request is an indivisible task, and each application request is only allocated to one EN for processing. d ijk represents the delay that w jk , the k-th application request of UE j , is allocated to EN i . Thus, the task allocation of UE j is a K j → I mapping problem. Considering all UEs, the set of all APP is K = j∈J K j , and task allocation is a J × K → I mapping problem. Thus, the relation between d j and d ijk can be represented as follows, where x ijk is a binary variable, if w jk is allocated to EN i , then
In edge computing, an application request is generated by a UE, and transported to an EN to be processed through network channel. Therefore, d ijk , the delay of APP k in UE j allocated to EN i , includes the network delay from UE j to EN i and the computing delay that application request consumes to be processed in EN i .
(2) Network delay includes transmission delay due to port rate and travel delay due to channel distance. Let B j be transmission rate of UE j , i.e., the amount of data transported per unit of time. Let r ij be channel distance between UE j and EN i , and c be travel speed of wired or wireless channel. In the actual environment, the size of the data package is KB ∼ MB, the port transmission rate is 100Mbps ∼ Gbps, and the network port with a large transmission rate can be selected. The channel distance is within several kilometers. Consider reflection and diffraction of radio wave, and storeand-forward of intermediate gateways, the channel travel speed is 100km/s ∼ 1000km/s. Assume that B j is large enough in model analysis, in comparison,
c , so travel delay is considered primarily and transmission delay ignored. Network delay expressed as follows is considered in later paragraphs.
Computing delay is decided by computing capability of EN, i.e., CPU computing rate. There are two ways for EN to process requests. One is based on queuing theory, and the other is to start processing after all requests arrive. To analyze conveniently, assuming that EN starts processing after all requests allocated to EN arrive, and computing delay is an average all tasks that EN processes over a period of time. Define ν ik represents CPU processing rate of processing k-th application task in EN i . Computing delay expressed as follows.
B. CONSTRAINTS
In ubiquitous business access scenario, EN is allocated to process multiple types of APP requests. Since different requests are processed with different manners, several VMs are established inside EN to processes different application requests. This way can improve the efficiency of EN processing different requests, reduce the interference caused by the mixing of heterogeneous working modes, and reduce the task computing delay. In EN, it is easy to start and delete VMs dynamically as needed. This approach simplifies the developers' work and reduces the programming complexity of a single physical server processing multiple types of business. The delay-oriented optimal VM scheduling problem is studied in [21] . Based on the fixed infrastructure resources, the dynamic queuing model is constructed to make decision of VM scheduling. V = (ν ik ) I ×K represents allocation matrix of VMs in EN. The matrix element ν ik represents CPU processing rate of VM k in EN i , and ν i represents CPU processing rate of EN. The service delay of UE can be reduced to minimum though allocating computing resources ratio of different VM in EN appropriately, i.e. adjusting CPU resources for processing different application. The sum of the computing capability of all VMs in an EN should not be greater than the actual computing capability of EN, i.e. the following constraints are met.
X = (x ijk ) I ×J ×K is a three-dimension array represents the mapping relation between application requests in UE and EN, and the value of the array element is regulated as follows.
A task can only be allocated to one EN for processing, so there are the following constraint.
In order to meet each UE's QoS requirement, the service delay of the UE must be less than a special value. Let T j be the service delay constraint of UE j , that is, the following constraint are met.
In summary, the optimization objective is P1.
P1: min
s.t. constraint (5) constraint (6) constraint (7) constraint (8) constraint (9) 
Considering the special case of only one UE, ignoring the network delay between UE and EN, this workload allocation problem is equivalent to the scheduling problem of completion time, and it is an NP-hard problem indicated in [22] . Therefore, the original problem P1 is also an NP-hard problem, and cannot be solved in polynomial time.
IV. BRT ALGORITHM
The difficulty in solving P1 is that the task allocation X depends on the resource allocation V in EN, and the task allocation in turn affects the resource allocation in the EN. In order to solve P1, this paper proposes a BRT algorithm to decouple the above problem into three sub-problems: Balanced Initialization, Resource Allocation, and Task Allocation. In initialization process, the application requests generated by each UE is allocated to EN. In order to avoid increased computing delay of the nearest EN due to more computing tasks, a balanced initialization is proposed considering the load balancing of ENs. In resource allocation, the pheromone strategy is applied to improve Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), which corrects the shortcoming of falling into local optimum prematurely. The last task allocation is expressed as a SDP problem, and the rank-1 constraint is solved by Gaussian random method.
A. BALANCED INITIALIZATION
The first thing is initializing X according to the network delay. In the case of considering only the network transmission delay, the UEs tend to allocate the application request to the nearest EN, i.e. minimize r ij (i ∈ I), which ensures that the network delay is minimized without considering the computing delay. Thus P1 is simplified to P2.
P2: min
P2': min
Since only the network delay is considered, it is independent of computing delay, that is to say, the type of APP in UE can be ignored. P2 is reduced in dimension, equivalent to the problem P2'. That is, for specific UE j , find the nearest EN i of UE j . All the nearest EN of UE are found as the optimal solution X (0) of the array X = (x ij ) I ×J .
In a worst case of X (0) , if all UEs' nearest EN are the same one, then all task requests of total UEs are allocated to the NEAREST EN. The workload of the NEAREST EN increases, resulting in a sharp increase in computing delay, and the end result is that the service delay on each UE is large. If w jk of one UE is allocated from this busy EN (i.e. the NEAREST EN) to a farther EN, then a better solution can be got owing to significant reduction of computing delay despite slight increase of network delay. Loop through the EN to reduce the total service delay in X (0) , until all application requests are redistributed among ENs does not reduce the total service delay, and the last allocation is marked as X (sub) . Since ν ik is unknown, d
comp ijk cannot be computed, and the termination cannot be accurately represented, but the task allocation of ENs in X (sub) must be load-balanced. This is because the process from X (0) to X (sub) is to ensure that the total service delay in UE is reduced, the network delay is increased, and the computing delay is reduced. The process of UE's w jk migrating from the EN with a large computing delay to the EN with a small computing delay, is the process of EN load balancing. Therefore, considering EN load balancing as the termination condition for X (sub) . Detailed steps are summarized in Algorithm 1. The complexity this algorithm
B. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Depending on balanced initialization, the computing resource allocation problem in edge nodes, i.e. P3, can be solved.
In order to facilitate the solution, let ν ik /ν i = p ik and normalize the matrix V, getting resource allocation matrix P. The element p ik represents the proportion of the computing resources of the VM k to the total computing resources of the edge node EN i . P3 is converted to P3'.
P3': min
A method for solving problem P3' using PSO is proposed in [23] . The main idea is to approximate the minimization and maximization function of the min-max problem with a finite number of search points, and obtain one solution of ''min − max = max − min'' problem by finding the minimum value of the maximization function and the maximum value of the minimization function.
PSO has the advantages of simple concept, fast search speed, high computational efficiency, easy implementation and parallel processing, and it is suitable for solving problems related resource allocation. However, it is also easy to fall into
Algorithm 1 Balanced Initialization
Input: I, J , r ij , ω jk Output: X (sub) 1 Q r is an ascending queue of r ij , M J is a marking set of UE, set default value M J (j) = 0(j ∈ J ); 2 for t = 1 to I × J do 3 select the t-th element of Q r : r i * j * ; local optimal, which are manifested by premature convergence and rapid decline in population diversity. Aiming at this shortcoming, this paper proposes a modified particle swarm optimization to maintain a fast convergence and to avoid falling into local optimum. The MPSO preserves the optimal experience information of all particles using pheromone in ant colony optimization (ACO), and influences the velocity of particles in selecting path.
Position and velocity are two properties of each particle, and each particle position represents a feasible solution to the resource allocation problem. The position of particle is defined as the resource allocation matrix P , and the velocity is defined as the matrix U .
Update the velocity according to (16) .
Update the position according to (17) .
where u ik ∈ [−u max , u max ], u max is the maximum value of particle velocity. To ensure that the particle does not exceed the boundary, function g(u ik ) limits the velocity to a range [−u max , u max ].
u ik (n) is the velocity and p ik (n) is the position of particle after the n-th iteration, w is inertia weight, c 1 , c 2 are learning factors, r 1 , r 2 are random numbers in the interval (0,1). Pb (n) is the individual optimal position of particle after n-th iteration, and Gb(n) is the global optimal position of population after n-th iteration.
The problem objective is to find the minimum value of the service delay, so the fitness function is the reciprocal of the service delay function. 
PSO uses elite attracting strategy to guide the optimization process of all particles, and there is no information sharing among particles. The algorithm would fall into local optimum, when these elite particles are not updated in time. By using the pheromone strategy in ACO, when found the current optimal position, the particle releases different degrees of pheromone according to fitness function value. In the next iteration, the particles are routed to select the optimal position by pheromone concentration.
Pheromone matrix is updated according to (20) .
where ρ is pheromone volatile factor. Pheromone increment matrix is expressed as (21) .
where ε is population size, and S is pheromone concentration. Path transfer matrix indicates the probability that particles' path is transferred by pheromone, its element φ ik is calculated as (22) .
Algorithm 2 Resource Allocation Algorithm Based on MPSO Input: I, J , r ij , ω jk , X (sub) Output: P 1 Randomly initialize the initial position and velocity of each particle of group; 2 Pb = P , Gb = arg min P (fitness(P )), ∈ ε; 3 for n = 1 to N do 4 calculate T(n) according (21) φ ik (n) represents the probability that EN i processes the k-type application request after the n-th iteration. τ ik (n) is element of pheromone matrix after the n-th iteration. η ik is heuristic information, and indicates that a task with a large amount of computation would be allocated more computing resources. α indicates the importance of pheromones, and β indicates the importance of heuristic information. η ik is calculated by (23) .
Considering the path transition probability, the velocity is updated as follows.
Resource allocation algorithm based on MPSO is shown in Algorithm 2. The complexity of MPSO algorithm is uncertain, and approximately equals O(N × ((I × K ) + |ε|)).
C. TASK ALLOCATION
After solving the edge nodes resource allocation problem, the original workload allocation problem is simplified to task 
A method to convert MINLP (Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Program) problem into equivalent QCQP (quadratically constrained quadratic program) model was introduced in [24] , which significantly reduces the complexity of problem. Reference [25] proposed a semi-definite relaxation (SDR) approximation solution for rank-1 constraint of QCQP and guaranteed the optimal gap.
According to [26] , P4' could be converted to an equivalent QCQP problem. By reducing the rank-1 constraint, the QCQP problem is converted to a homogeneous semi-definite program, which is a convex problem and can be solved using the interior point method.
Binary constraints can be replaced by quadratic constraints.
X and are expressed as 1-dimensional vectors as follows.
Define a new variable y = [x T ψ T ] T , whose element y i satisfies constraint (30).
Then, P4' can be converted to P5.
P5: min
(31) u p is a (I × J × K + J ) dimensional vector, whose p-th element is 1, and other elements is 0. diag(u p ) is a (I × J × K ) × (I × J × K ) dimensional diagonal matrix constructed with elements in u p as diagonals.
The other symbols are explained as follows.
The following describes the transformation of P5 into a semi-definite programming problem by matrix traces. Defin-
The symbols in the equation are as follows.
is the (Q + 1)-th row and the (Q + 1)-th column element of the matrix Z, A 1,p is the p-th row vector of matrix A 1 , A 2,t is the t-th row vector of matrix A 2 , and A 3,j is the j-th row vector of matrix A 3 . Only the constraint rank(Z) = 1 is non-convex in P6, assuming that Z * is the optimal solution using CVX (a matlab tool) ignoring rank-1 constraint, the optimal solution of P4 can be got from Z * if Z * satisfies rank-1 constraint. Z = x * x * T is extracted from the upper left corner (I × J × K ) × (I × J × K ) matrix from Z * . Since x ijk ∈ {0, 1}, thus x ijk x ijk = x ijk , x * can be constructed by diagonals of Z , and workload allocation matrix X * can be got by converting x * using ''reshape'' operation. ''reshape'' is used to operate arrays in numpy tool, meaning that changing shape of array maintaining the number of elements.
If Z * dose not satisfy the rank-1 constraint, an approximate solution of Z * can be obtained by Gaussian random method. Let L denote the size of the random sample, and superscript (l) denote the index of the random sample. The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3. L random (I ×J ×K )×1 dimensional vectors are generated by extracting the (I × J × K ) × (I × J × K ) sub-matrix Z of the upper left corner as a covariance matrix. According to the 3σ criterion, L random variables are generated in three parts, satisfying the following normal distribution function. 0.68L means rounding down.
The dimensions of ξ l are equal to the dimension of x. Convert ξ l to the corresponding arrayξ l by ''reshape'' operation. In order for the restored array to satisfy the constraint i∈I x ijk = 1, for each jk column ofξ l , set the largest element to 1 and the rest to 0. By performing this process, corresponding arrayX l ∈ {0, 1} I ×J ×K to each arrayξ l is obtained to satisfy the constraint i∈I x ijk = 1. Finally, the SDR solution X SDR of P1 is obtained by searching objec-
The algorithm flow based on SDR and Gaussian random is as follows, andξ l ijk andx l ijk represent the k-th layer, j-th row, and i-th column of the arraysξ l andX l , respectively. There is a trade-off between the size of random samples L and the performance of the algorithm. It is mentioned in [26] can be achieved at a small L value than the size of decision space. The complexity of SDP and Gaussian algorithm is 
, where δ is approximation rate.
V. SIMULATION A. SIMULATION STEPS
In this section, first verify the performance of the algorithm proposed in each subproblem, then verify the overall performance of the algorithm BRT.
step 1: In Balanced Initialization, the application tasks of all UEs are allocated to ENs according to the Balanced strategy and the Nearest strategy respectively, and average computing time of the edge nodes is calculated, and the computing time is used to evaluate the load state of the edge nodes.
step 2: In Resource Allocation, based on the task allocation of Balanced Initialization, the MPSO, PSO and ACO algorithms are used to allocate computing resources on the edge nodes, respectively. The algorithms converge after several iterations, and service time is selected as the indicator to evaluate the performance of the resource allocation.
step 3: In Task Allocation, the performance of the algorithm is mainly dominated by the Gaussian variable L in the Gaussian random method, which affects the approximation rate of solution. In order to reduce the average response time of terminal application offloading to cloudlet, [12] proposed the latency aware workload offloading (LEAD) strategy, which allocates the biggest workload to the most capable cloudlet in each iteration. Reference [27] proposes a workload balancing scheme, LAB, that avoids overloading of fog nodes by associating IoT devices with appropriate fog nodes, thereby minimizing latency of communication and processing. Reference [28] aims at minimizing requirement delay of IoT device, and represents the workload allocation problem as a hybrid nonlinear integer programming problem. The simulated annealing algorithm (SAA) is used to find the optimal solution, and SAA algorithm receives a non-optimal solution with a certain probability to jump out the local optimum.
B. SIMULATION SETTING
In the edge computing system, the physical environment is a square area with a side length of 5km. The number of EN is 20, the number of UE is 50 ∼ 200, the position of ENs and UEs is randomly generated in this area, and the distance range between EN and UE is controlled within 1km. ENs and UEs are connected by wireless, and the frequency band is between 2400 ∼ 2527MHz and 5150 ∼ 5825, and the transmission speed is 54 ∼ 300Mbps. The total number of APP types is 6, and each UE selects randomly three types of APP for generating request data. The workload of the six types of APP obeys the Poisson distribution, which represents different calculations. The mean values of the Poisson distribution are λ 1 = 1 × 10 3 , λ 2 = 2 × 10 3 , λ 3 = 3 × 10 3 , λ 4 = 5 × 10 3 , λ 5 = 7 × 10 3 , λ 6 = 9 × 10 3 , respectively. The service delay constraints of UEs are set randomly from 50ms to 100ms. The hardware parameters of ENs are as follows: 3.6GHz CPU, ten cores, twenty threads, and 128G memory. The clock frequency of ENs may slightly fluctuate, which obeys normal distribution, and the standard deviation is 20% of the mean. The CPU hardware parameters of personal computer are core i7 6700HQ, 2.6GHz, 16G memory, running 64-bit operating system, and this personal computer replaces the resource coordinator to calculate the result of workload allocation. Fig. 3 is the computation time on each edge node with balanced strategy and nearest strategy during the initialization process. It can be seen that EN2, EN7, EN11, EN15 and EN18 are the nearest five edge nodes to UEs. In nearest initialization, workload allocated on these five nodes are much larger than other edge nodes, resulting a large average computing time of these five nodes. In comparison, the computing time on EN1, EN3, EN6, EN8, EN9, EN10, EN17 and EN19 is smaller than average, since these ENs are relatively far from UEs and allocated light workload. Using the balanced strategy proposed in this paper for initialization, computing delay and network transmission delay are both considered, so that the workload of each edge node is allocated averagely, effectively reducing the workload on the high-load edge nodes, thereby reducing the computing delay on the high-load edge nodes. The standard deviation of the computation time on the edge nodes adopting nearest strategy and balanced strategy is 42.2 and 19.8, respectively. The results show that the proposed balanced strategy can effectively narrow the computing time difference of each edge node. Fig. 4 shows the performance of the MPSO, PSO, and ACO algorithms as the number of iterations increases during resource allocation. It can be seen that the PSO algorithm has the advantage of faster convergence than the ACO algorithm, but it is easy to prematurely and the performance after convergence is less than ACO algorithm. The MPSO algorithm proposed in this paper uses the pheromone strategy of ACO algorithm to improve the PSO algorithm. In the process of optimization, the information sharing between particles is increased to avoid falling into local optimum. Therefore, the MPSO algorithm can overcome the disadvantages of fastly falling into local optimum, and the final performance is better than the PSO and ACO algorithms. The experimental results show that the MPSO algorithm is 7.4% shorter than the ACO in terms of convergence time. In the optimization effect, the MPSO algorithm has a 18.7% reduction in service time compared to the PSO algorithm. Fig. 5 is a representation of the approximate ratio as the number of Gaussian random variables increasing. It can be seen that as the number of Gaussian random variables increases, the solution of the SDR algorithm is closer to the real solution. When the L value is smaller, the SDR algorithm has larger marginal effect, that is, the increase in L can significantly reduce the solution error when the L value is small. When it is greater than a certain threshold, the solution accuracy cannot be improved by increasing L. This is because when the number of Gaussian random variables is small, the results are greatly affected by random factors, and it is not easy to fit accurate and stable results. When the number of random variables exceeds the number of constraints of the problem, it can fully satisfy the need of solving the problem and obtain more accurate results. Even adding additional L does not achieve significant improvement, but only increases the complexity of the solution. Therefore, try to choose a small L value when the accuracy of the solution is satisfied. Fig. 6 compares the average response time of different APPs applying different algorithms. It can be seen that the response time of the APP is positively correlated with the workload of the APP. The LEAD algorithm simply assigns the application request to the edge node with the lightest load. Lacking global allocation strategy of workload often fails to obtain the global optimal solution. The LAB algorithm applies the load balancing idea, considering traffic load and computational load of edge node, therefore the service delay is smaller than that of LEAD algorithm. The SAA algorithm can intelligently select solution close to the global optimal, and the effect is better than LAB and LEAD algorithms, but it is greatly affected by the probability. The BRT algorithm proposed in this paper can adjust the computing resources of VM for workload. It can significantly reduce the response time of APP compared with SAA, LAB and LEAD algorithms, especially when the workload of APP is large.
C. RESULT ANALYSIS
Comparing the service time with different number of UEs under different algorithms in Fig. 7 , it can be seen that the service time increases with the increase of the number of UEs. The LEAD algorithm is essentially a greedy algorithm. The more the number of UEs, the less easier it is to obtain the global optimal solution, so the growth rate is the fastest. LAB proposes a load-density index for workload balancing, which can reduce the growth rate of service delay compared with the LEAD algorithm when the number of UEs increases. The SAA algorithm can reduce the service delay, but because of the base on the greedy algorithm, the growth rate is still too fast. The BRT algorithm proposed in this paper better coordinates the workload allocation relationship between UEs and ENs when the number of UEs increases, and optimizes the computing resource allocation on edge node, so that the service time is small. The results show that the service delay is reduced by 9.1%, 16.9%, and 26.4% compared with SAA, LAB, and LEAD algorithms, respectively. Fig. 8 shows that service time increases approximately linearly as the type of APP increases. The LEAD algorithm has the largest growth rate because it cannot distinguish the delay requirements of different kinds of application requests. The LAB algorithm can coordinate the application requests with large computation and the application requests with small computation, therefor growth rate is slightly slower. The absolute value of service time of the SAA algorithm is smaller than that of the LAB, but since there is no distinction among multiple types of application requests, the growth rate is still not reduced. The BRT algorithm proposed in this paper allocates different kinds of application requests to the corresponding VMs on the edge nodes, which not only realizes the application requests allocation among edge nodes, but also optimizes the computing resources allocation within the edge nodes. Therefore, the growth rate is smaller. The results show that the service delay growth rate of BRT algorithm is reduced by 24.6%, 34.5%, and 38.7% compared with SAA, LAB, and LEAD algorithms, respectively.
Each time the LEAD algorithm selects the UE with the highest request rate, each application of the UE is allocated to the optimal EN. The algorithm accumulates the optimal solution of each step into a global optimal solution. When the number of UE requests increases, the number of iterations increases, and the error between the algorithm result and the global optimal solution increases. The LAB algorithm is divided into two steps: the UE side and the EN side. First, the EN estimates its own workload state, and then the UE selects the task request to the appropriate edge node according to the load state of ENs. The relationship between task allocation and resource allocation in this algorithm is unidirectional, and the resource allocation is not adjusted according to the task allocation result. The performance of SAA algorithm is greatly affected by randomness. The initial temperature, cooling parameters and initial solution are randomly generated. When the model scale is small, the advantage is obvious. However, as the number of UEs and the number of applications increase, the workload allocation model is more complicated, and the random method is difficult to find suitable model parameters. The difference between SAA and the real solution is larger when solving large-scale models. The advantages of the BRT algorithm proposed in this paper are as follows: (1) Compared with the LEAD algorithm, the computing resource allocation of the edge nodes is addition, and the SDP has a more theoretical basis than the greedy idea. (2) Compared with the LAB algorithm, the initial task allocation is performed before the resource allocation, and edge nodes are divided to several VMs of different types computing resources, (3) Compared with the SAA algorithm, MPSO and SDR algorithms reduce the dependence on randomization and probability, increasing the scientific and accuracy of the results.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a minimum service delay oriented workload allocation mechanism in power IoT based on edge computing. It aims to improve the task cooperation ability among edge nodes and optimize the resource allocation methods within edge nodes to satisfy delay requirement of multiple businesses in power IoT scenarios. The BRT algorithm is proposed to decouple the original problem into three subproblems. Firstly, load balancing is realized in initialization. Secondly, allocating computing resources of edge nodes using modified particle swarm algorithm. Lastly, converting the task allocation problem into a semi-definite programming problem to solve. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm performs better than SSA, LAB and LEAD algorithms in solving the minimum delay problem.
The algorithm MPSO is proposed in this paper in resource allocation subsection. Because of the uncertainty of heuristic algorithm, the complexity cannot be accurately measured by mathematical expressions. Performance of MPSO algorithm in the actual application based on edge computing in electric power IoT needs to be further improved in the future. We will use specific mathematical algorithm to approximate MPSO and improve the stability of the algorithm. 
